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Story
… The world of gastronomy and fine wines is in mourning: Alexandre Moreau,
creator of the famous Moreau Wine Guide and emblematic figure in oenology,
has just passed away at his home in Tokyo. He was 60 years old.
He leaves behind a son, Thomas (29), who lives in Paris. The young man hasn’t
seen his father since his parents separated when he was 9 years old.
Thomas flies to Tokyo. When the will is read, he discovers that his father has left
an extraordinary wine collection - the greatest collection in the world according
to the experts. But in order to claim the inheritance, Thomas must compete with
a brilliant young oenologist, Issei Tomine (also 29), who his father took under his
wing and refers to in his will as his “spiritual son”.
The solicitor reads out the conditions: there will be three “challenges”, three tests,
all related to wine and wine tasting. The first challenge will take place in one
month’s time, giving the potential heirs time to prepare.
The winner will take ownership of the entire inheritance, the loser will leave empty
handed.
The problem is that Thomas knows nothing about wine - absolutely nothing.
Worse still: he’s never even drunk a single drop.
Against all odds, Thomas decides to take up the challenge, driven by the need to
understand his past and who he is, and to confront his father’s imposing shadow.
He has one month to prepare. One month to learn, build up his knowledge and
make up for his abysmal lack of experience… the contest seems doomed from
the start.
But Thomas has one huge asset: he’s inherited his father’s exceptionally
developed sense of taste which he had fiercely repressed until now.
… Biological son versus spiritual son: the improbable duel is about to begin.
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Introduction
This project springs from a crazy idea: to adapt a Japanese manga into a TV
fiction series for the first time. And not just any manga: Kami no Shizuku – The Drops
of God, a series in 44 volumes that has been incredibly successful. Over 2 million
books sold in France alone, and 50 million worldwide.
First, because this story subtly combines Eastern and Western cultures and offers a
unique opportunity to explore the encounter between these two worlds. Secondly
because, reaching far beyond Japan where the manga originated, and France,
the promised land for wine and oenology, it tells us about the pleasures of the
senses and their emotional, poetic impact.
But however beautiful the setting may be, it’s not enough for a story.
Tadashi AGI & Shu OKIMOTO, the authors of Kami no Shizuku, were aware of this
and they built their story around a universal theme: filiation.
… Where we come from, what we transmit, what we take from our parents, what
we believe we reject from them… in short: how to find our place as an adult in the
world.
Anyone who has read Kami no Shizuku – The Drops of God will tell you
that adapting it into a series is a challenge. How do you transform this
exceptional manga - poetic, dramatic, surprising, naive, funny, educational,
dreamlike, burlesque and moving - into images for the screen?
And how can a story that’s so deeply rooted in Japanese culture be adapted for
a Western audience without distorting it or depriving it of its special charm.
… That’s what this present document is about.
The challenge was obviously to reinterpret the manga while remaining faithful to
its essence, to keep all its strengths and improve its shortcomings, to find the right
balance that will please not only newcomers but also aficionados of this cult work.
There were so many possible paths - we explored them all and chose the one that
seemed to us both relevant and exciting.
The Drops of God series is a heroic drama mainly set in France and Japan,
with a detour via Italy.
It addresses filial love, redemption, rites-of-passage paths, superpower taste buds,
family secrets… and of course, wine.
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Everyone’s looking for their father
父 の 恩 は 山 よりも 高く 母 の 恩 は 海 より も 深し
“A mother’s love is deeper than the ocean,
a father’s love is higher than a mountain.”

Alexandre Moreau – the father
1989 - Bordeaux University. Alexandre Moreau, a young professor of oenology –
he’s only 30 – has everyone talking.
The traditional method of teaching the “science of wine” bores him to tears. He
finds it obsolete, old-fashioned and rigid, and decides to take a radically different
approach. Before going into the technical aspects, Alexandre Moreau wants to
transmit sensations and emotions.
In his classes, Alexandre Moreau regularly associates wines with paintings.
He claims that wines are like paintings, some are masterpieces, while others are
mere clunkers… and “No work, however beautiful, is ever faultless”.
Ruthless by nature, he doesn’t hold back from publicly attacking certain wine
corporations that he considers politically biased, and accusing some renowned
wine growers of selling their mediocre productions at exorbitant prices.
Consequently, in the ultra-conservative and discreet world of wine, Alexandre has
more enemies than friends.
But what makes him all the more exasperating is his inestimable and unique
talent that sets him head and shoulders above everyone else.
In wine competitions, he outshines the more experienced contestants, leaving
them all standing. Just as some musicians have perfect pitch, he has a perfect
palate. He only needs to taste a wine - a single drop, just once - to remember it
and file it away in his huge mental wine cellar.
He’s brilliant but he’s hated. He decides to leave France, fed up with the stilted
and complacent approach to wine there, and move to Japan with his wife
Marianne. Alexandre senses that the Japanese will be more open and predisposed to his new ideas. He has always been fascinated by the way Japan has
managed to hold onto its traditions while successfully embracing modernity.
Once he’s in Japan, while teaching at the university of Tokyo he starts work on the
most comprehensive wine guide ever written. He knows it’s a gigantic task that
will take him years to achieve, but he’s convinced it will make his name and win
him the respect and glory that he yearns for.
He also works relentlessly on heightening his sense of taste although it’s already
exceptional, treating his taste buds to new flavours and textures every day.
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One year later, Marianne gives birth to a frail little boy weighing less than three
kilos, Thomas. Alexandre is with them, he’s deeply shaken.
... The day before, in the same hospital, a young woman from the Japanese
aristocracy, Honoka Tomine, gave birth to a healthy little boy: Issei Tomine…
Thomas’s future “competitor”.
Flashback - Honoka and Alexandre meet when Alexandre is teaching at Tokyo
University. It’s a heart-wrenching love-at-first-sight affair. Neither of them can live
out their relationship in broad daylight: Alexandre Moreau still loves Marianne,
and for Honoka it would be unthinkable to be seen with a Gaijin - a foreigner.
Honoka’s family, wealthy businessmen with an impeccable ( ‘untainted’) bloodline,
would disown their daughter on the spot.
The couple decide to live their love story in secret in the naive hope that time will
bring them to their senses and separate them.
… Back to 1990: Honoka is pregnant. Unaware of this, Alexandre has just broken
up with her. She refuses to have an abortion but can’t bring herself to tell her
family the truth. At this time in Japan, it’s very hard for “hafus” (mixed-race children) to find their place in society. And in Honoka’s family, the mere idea of such a
child is simply inconceivable. Desperate, Honoka turns to her best friend, Hirokazu, who she knows is hopelessly in love with her. Without a second thought, he
agrees to marry her and to pass the child off as his own so that no one will ever
know its mixed-race origin.
2019. Alexandre Moreau has achieved his lifelong dream. He’s now an authority
in the world of oenology – a living legend. The Moreau Wine Guide, less academic and more accessible and poetic than any other guide to date, has been a
vast global success for twenty years. Alexandre has become the «Wine Messiah».
But the summit is a lonely place. He hasn’t had any news from Thomas in years
and, under pressure from Honoka, has never been able to reveal who he is to
Issei.
Like many others before him, he realizes too late that “happiness is only real when
it’s shared”.
He falls seriously ill and knows he doesn’t have long to live. He draws up his will.
And while bequeathing his fortune and his priceless wine collection - under certain conditions - he has just one hope: that his children, through the challenges
he’s setting them, will rediscover him, forgive him... and maybe, finally, love him.
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Thomas Moreau – a son
When Alexandre comes home between two conferences to promote his book,
he’s obsessed by his mission: to educate his son Thomas’s tasting ability, even if he ends
up sickening the 8 year old boy. He subjects Thomas to blind tastings of spices, flowers,
even earth at times… anything goes. He also gets him to smell all kinds of wines and even
introduces a carrot and stick system.
Just like his father, Thomas shows a lot of promise. But he suffers. First, mentally, because
Alexandre acts less like a father than a tyrannical coach, obsessed with performance. He
also suffers physically, and after a while starts complaining of excruciating headaches.
He describes images, flashes that blur his vision like electric shocks.
He is eventually diagnosed with a very rare disorder, a taste-related synaesthesia:
any flavours that are too strong for him trigger mental images that are often
incomprehensible and disturbing. And they leave him exhausted.
Marianne wants to stop Alexandre experimenting on her son immediately but Alexandre
persists. He argues that Thomas is very talented – far more than he was at that age.
Going against medical advice and Marianne’s pleas, he continues with Thomas’s
obsessive ‘education’.
Marianne decides to get Thomas away from Alexandre. She leaves him and returns to
France with their son, aged 9. Marianne cuts all ties with Alexandre and doesn’t answer
his letters. Thomas has no news from his father for years.
Thomas lives a sheltered childhood in Paris. He’s a funny, sweet, cultivated boy,
surrounded by friends, but he has a hard time finding his own direction. He goes
to college to study journalism but doesn’t stick to it, he writes his first novel aged 23 and
it’s fairly successful but there’s no follow up, he’s not inspired, the years go by and he
doesn’t write a second book. By the age of 29 Thomas is in an emotional and
professional no-man’s land.
Thomas follows a strict diet in order to avoid any further attacks of synaesthesia
that threatened his life as a child. The one criterion is bland flavours. He doesn’t drink
either - not a drop of alcohol.
His father’s death hits him like a bombshell. Alexandre is world famous, they’ve been out
of contact for years and Thomas has tried so hard to forget him. Yet he resurfaces in his
son’s life now, raising many issues and calling into question his very sense of identity.
Although the posthumous challenges imposed on him seem absurd at first,
they gradually start making sense. Thomas’s strength lies in his sensitivity. He will master
his sense of taste, train it and perfect it until he eventually starts to enjoy it.
This initiatory path will lead Thomas to discover himself, broaden his outlook and open up.

Thomas’s quest: to understand and accept who he is.
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Issei Tomine – the other son
Issei grows up with the conviction that he belongs in the upper echelons of society.
He’s good at everything: studying, sport and music.
On top of this, Issei is very handsome. He stands out from his peers by his height and fine
features. He’s a perfectionist with a strong hold on life. He doesn’t make friends easily and
has many short-lived romances.
His relationship with his mother, Honoka, is strained. She treats him with a mix of love and
harshness, sometimes rejection. Her constant shifting between hot and cold unsettles him.
Luckily, Issei has his father (or at least the man he believes to be his father), Hirokazu, whose
steadfast affection enables him to find a sort of equilibrium.
On completing his chemistry studies with flying colours, Issei commits his first “punk“
act, taking everyone by surprise when he decides to study oenology after discovering a
sudden passion for wine. It’s an astonishing and disconcerting choice, given how far
removed his country is from any wine-producing tradition.
His mother tries to dissuade him – in vain.
Issei travels the world, tastes, analyses, and broadens his knowledge. Again – unsurprisingly
– he proves to be very gifted in this area. His meticulous, almost scientific approach to wine
puts him among the best apprentice oenologists.
In this microcosm, Issei and Alexandre’s paths inevitably cross. Alexandre knows Issei is his
son but has promised Honoka not to tell him. Issei knows nothing about his history but he’s
fascinated by the old Frenchman who has so much to teach him.
A master-disciple relationship develops, to Honoka’s despair. Obviously she’s never
mentioned that she knows Alexandre or that she studied oenology when she was young.
Issei is an excellent student. Technically irreproachable, he works tirelessly.
But Issei is disconnected from his emotions. He’s someone who knows rather than feels.

Issei’s quest: the virtue of imperfection.
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The other characters
Marianne (60), Thomas’s mother and Alexandre’s ex-wife. Her bitterness towards
Alexandre has blinded her for a long time. She repeatedly stopped him from getting
in touch with Thomas. Overprotective, she has to be able to let go of her son for him to
find his own path.

Honoka Tomine (55), Issei’s mother and Alexandre’s ex-mistress. At Issei’s birth, this
vibrant and passionate young woman cut herself off from the world and its pleasures.
She became cold and manipulative. She fights with all her might to guard the secret
of Issei’s origins – even if it means pushing him away.

Luca Inglese (45), well-known chef and owner of several gourmet restaurants in
Tokyo, a friend and confidant of Alexandre. He becomes Thomas’s mentor and supporter – but his motives are not as clear-cut as they may seem.

Hirokazu Tomine (56), Issei’s ‘adoptive’ father who has always loved Issei wholeheartedly. Gentle and kind, Honoka’s scapegoat, he’s still in love with his wife despite
everything. He willingly stands in the shadows, or even sacrifices himself, for those he
loves… until the day when, to everyone’s amazement, he says “no” and unshackles
himself from Honoka at last.

Philippe Chassaing (60), wine producer at Châteauneuf-du-Pape, France, and
old friend of Alexandre’s. Alexandre entrusts him with Thomas’s education in wine to
prepare him for the first challenge.

Virginie Chassaing (31), Philippe’s daughter. An oenology graduate, she works
in the family wine production with her father. She’s the first to take Thomas under her
wing and teach him all about wine. With patience and sensitivity, she helps him overcome his blocks and free himself up. Thomas falls in love with her. He will ask her to
accompany him to Japan to advise him and help him in his search.

Keiko Hatano (30). The young Hafu journalist – half Japanese, half British - will
shake up Issei with her direct approach and her modern vision of Japan. She’ll make
him question himself deep down. She’ll also bring him face to face with an emotion
he’s never experienced: love.

Lorenzo Conti (22). An apprentice sommelier, he works with his uncle Luca
Inglese in Tokyo. This wild young guy who loves girls, parties and alcohol will become
one of Thomas’s closest friends.

Miyabi Mori (36). Head sommelier in Luca Inglese’s restaurants, she has an encyclopedic knowledge of wines and their terroirs. She becomes part of Thomas’s close
circle of supporters.
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A strong visual identity
The singularity and beauty of the manga, The Drops of God, is largely based
on the dreamlike treatment of the wine tasting sessions.
But this dreamy quality can sometimes be too much – and what might
work in a manga doesn’t necessarily work in the “real life” world of fiction.
So we have to reinvent this visual language, making it more realistic
while retaining its poetry.
Three visual “outside reality” and “outside the present” universes cohabit throughout
the series:

Visions linked to taste
Whenever Thomas tastes a wine, he is immediately projected into “another world”,
one which at first is chaotic, where nothing seems to make sense because Thomas
hasn’t yet mastered his gift. His first experiences are explosions
of colours – like Jackson Pollock paintings.
But as he continues his search, his visions get clearer and more precise. For instance,
he sees a raspberry floating in space ahead of him, a stream running beside his feet
in his hotel room or a field of poppies arising from nowhere.

Flashbacks of his father
In Thomas’s memory, his father is an impressive and disconcerting figure:
an ogre. Painful memories resurface, either stemming from his own memory or else
evoked by others – his mother or old friends of his father’s.
We’ll discover the brutal way Alexandre tried to train Thomas’s palate,
his intransigence and his fits of anger.
Thomas is only a child, he tries his best to comply with the demands of
his father who he both hates and reveres, in order to gain his approval. To no avail.

Thomas’s recurrent dream
Thomas goes through a real psychoanalytical adventure which enables
him to accept his filiation and finally make his peace with his father.
He has a recurrent dream in which he approaches a door that he doesn’t dare open.
But with time, he gets bolder: eventually he pulls the door open and discovers a large
living room with a fireplace where a fire is burning, and in the middle of the room the
back of a big armchair where someone is sitting… his father.
When Thomas is ready, he’ll be able to sit opposite him. And at last,
although separated by death, they’ll be able to speak to each other.
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Three challenges,
three milestones
The challenges set by Alexandre Moreau’s will be the highlights of the series. Not
only do they provide an opportunity to measure Thomas’s progress in his wine
initiation and his exploration of taste, but they also bring together the two ‘adversaries’, Thomas and Issei, whose relationship ostensibly changes as the story develops.
With each new challenge, the two men go through profound personal soulsearching, learn from each other and gain in maturity.
Between Issei’s implacable expertise and Thomas’s unparalleled instinct, who will
win?
… Hard to tell. As in the manga series, the outcome of each challenge remains
uncertain – which is obviously what draws the audience in.
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Episode guide
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Episode guide 1 - 8

Episode 1: “Pilote”
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Paris, Tokyo

—
A vineyard in France. A father puts his eight year old son through some strange blind
tasting sessions. The child has visions. He succeeds in identifying all the different elements
he puts in his mouth. But his extraordinary gift has a price: his nose starts bleeding...
A phone call from Tokyo to Thomas Moreau (29) changes his life: his father Alexandre
Moreau is dying and he wants to see his son. Thomas races off to Tokyo where Alexandre
has been living for years, although his mother Marianne, who severed all links with
Alexandre after their separation, advises him against it. But he arrives too late. Alexandre,
a world-famous oenologist, is dead. So Thomas can never reconcile with his father or
reproach him for taking no interest in his son. During the funeral he represses any trace of
emotion. But when he discovers Alexandre’s world, thanks to Lucas Inglese, a friend of his
father’s, he’s amazed by the portrait he’s presented with. It has nothing in common with the
family legend depicting his father as a toxic manipulator who almost killed Thomas when
he was a child. And when Lucas takes him down to his father’s cellar, a wine
collection that’s unsurpassed in the world, he finds bottles labelled with his own name
signalling the most important moments in his life, the beloved, long-lost son. Thomas weeps
for the first time. He attends the reading of the will in a daze. He’s totally bewildered on
hearing that he must confront Issei Tomine (29), his father’s favourite pupil, in three
oenology tests: knowledge versus ignorance. The winner will be the sole heir to Alexandre’s
immense fortune. The first test takes place on the spot - they have one month in which to
find the answer. Thomas, who’s never drunk alcohol, must taste wine. He suffers from a
sensory processing disorder and anything with a strong taste is agonizing for him. Thomas
starts hallucinating and he leaves, furious. His mother was right, Alexandre is dangerous
for him, even dead. So Lucas shows him a video of Alexandre begging his son to take up
the challenge and telling him about a wine grower in France, Philippe Chassaing,
who could teach him.
Suddenly Thomas remembers the tasting training sessions he experienced as a child...
A veil is lifted: maybe he should accept this immersion in his father’s world. To get to know
him, of course, but most of all to confront the ghosts that prevent him living his life to the full.
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Episode 2 : “Back to the source”
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Tokyo

—
Thomas arrives at his father’s friend Philippe Chassaing’s property in Châteauneuf-du-Pape.
Philippe receives him coldly, convinced that Thomas’ only motive for coming is greed.
His daughter Virginie (31), an oenologist, will be in charge of Thomas’s training. She still
remembers the extraordinary talent Thomas had as a child. When she hears about his condition,
she insists he undergoes a series of rigorous medical tests to make sure he can taste wine without
risking his life. Thomas is astounded by the results: what he has always assumed to be a
debilitating allergy is an extremely rare form of synaesthesia, a neurological unbalance of taste
that can affect and disturb some of his cognitive functions - which explains the visions,
the «hallucinations». According to the doctors, the violence of his condition comes from a
traumatism in early childhood. Thomas begins to have doubts: is this «game» really worth it?
The arrival of his mother Marianne only makes things worse. She’s always been worried stiff about
her son’s physical and mental health - now the nightmare is beginning all over again.
She’s almost convinced Thomas to leave with her - when he learns how his mother has been
manipulating for years and concealing all Alexandre’s attempts to contact his son.
Thomas orders his mother to leave. He wants to carry on with this adventure.
In Tokyo, Issei Tomine is embroiled in family issues too. His grandfather Noburu, an extremely rich
industrialist, is hidebound by tradition and considers it dishonouring that his grandson rejects the
family business to chase the inheritance of a gaijin. He orders Honoka, Issei’s mother, to convince
her son to give it up. Honoka threatens Issei: if he competes in the test he’ll be disowned. Issei’s
father, Hirokazu Tomine, tries in vain to calm her down. Issei is caught between a rock and a hard
place: to compete and build up a serious reputation for himself in the wine world although he’s
just a beginner; or abandon his passion and join the family firm. When he turns to his father for
advice, he realizes the extent to which Hirokazu abdicated long ago, the victim of Honoka’s
unrelenting hardness.
In France, Virginie advises Thomas to stop being afraid of his visions and to welcome them as they
are an integral part of him and he must learn to tame them. Thomas falls in love with her. Then he
finds out she’s engaged to be married and this leaves him downhearted and depressed. Philippe
notices this. He’s grown fond of the young man and he takes him walking barefoot in the vines
one night on a full moon, to reconnect with the earth.
Thomas gains confidence and throws himself headlong into his apprenticeship. He manages to
master his fear and when he tastes his next sip of wine... everything around him seems to fade
away. And floating in the air as if weightless: Blackcurrant. Liquorice. Wood. Leather. Virginie is
jubilant, Thomas has regained his exceptional sense of taste!
She tells Philippe the incredible news. To be certain for once and for all, he decides to put
Thomas to the test. He has him taste a wine blind: a Carignan Côtes du Brian Clos du Gravillas
Lo Vielh. It’s a rare wine and will be very hard, virtually impossible, to identify.
Images flash through Thomas’s mind as he closes his eyes and starts describing the wine in detail.
Philippe and Virginie are amazed: in only a few weeks Thomas’ tasting ability has reached
exception accuracy, bordering on genius.
Thomas opens his eyes, exhausted, and murmurs: «Carignan... Côtes du Brian...
Clos du Gravillas Lo Vielh?»
Philippe’s jaw drops. Virginie grins, stunned.
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Episode 3: “Duel”
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Tokyo

—
Thanks to Philippe and Virginie, Thomas is tracking down a wine that could be the one
from the first test. He returns to Japan full of hope. Luca Inglese gives him all the support he
can: access to his wine cellar and above all, the help of his two sommeliers, Miyabi and
Lorenzo. Thomas is moved by Luca’s generosity and trust, never doubting that his motives
are a lot less lofty.
Issei meets a journalist, Keiko Hanato, who wants to write an article about the duel that is
fascinating the wine world. Issei falls for the charming young hafu (an Anglo-Japanese of
mixed blood) and tries to seduce her, very sure of himself. But Keiko turns him down. She
knows he’s a «high society» guy and in those circles a hafu would be despised. This throws
Issei, he’s not used to anyone resisting him.
Just when Thomas thinks he’s reaching his goal he realizes he’s been on the wrong path
from the start. He’s on the verge of giving up. He confides in Virginie and she takes the first
flight to Japan to join him. With Virginie, everything becomes possible again.
To celebrate their wedding anniversary, Hirokazu has invited his wife out to dinner. He waits
for her in the restaurant but she doesn’t show up. His cell phone rings: Issei informs him that
he’s competing in the test the next day, despite Honoka’s ultimatum. So he’s renouncing
his inheritance. Hirokazu is deeply shaken. He senses that he’s going to lose his son who is
unknowingly setting out to retrace his origins; and at the same time he knows he no longer
exists in his wife’s eyes. He takes a drastic decision: he’ll become a Johatsu, an «evaporated person». He leaves his cell phone and his credit card on the table and writes a note
that he gives the barman to deliver to Honoka. Then he vanishes into the night.
Thomas doesn’t have much time to discover the wine of the test. Virginie suggests that he
turns his approach around: he must relive the vision he had during the tasting session and
describe it to her and the other members of the team who will then look for clues that will
lead them to the wine. Reticent at first, Thomas agrees to play the game. Despite the pain,
he manages to become the spectator of his own hallucinations and decipher the clues.
He succeeds so well that, despite his exhaustion, he arrives at the duel with a proposal. The
test takes place in Alexandre’s house, Issei is entering it for the first time. An old photo grabs
his attention: a photo of Alexandre, aged 32, professor of oenology at Tokyo University,
surrounded by his Japanese students. At last the test takes place. Issei and Thomas both
choose the same domaine (a Pessac-Léognan, Château de Fieuzal) but Thomas gets the
year wrong.
Issei has won the first round but he realizes Thomas, the absolute beginner,
will be a redoubtable opponent. His victory has a bitter taste and he leaves in a huff,
without a word.Virginie hugs Thomas to congratulate him although he’s been defeated.
He tries to kiss her and she pushes him away. She tells him she’s getting married in a few
weeks time. Thomas had no idea and he’s devastated.
The photo of Alexandre with his students has disappeared from the mantelpiece. Sitting in
his car, Issei takes the photo out from inside his coat and examines it, disturbed...
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Episode 4: “Foundation”

Bordeaux, Tokyo, Trentino-Alto Aldige (1989-1990)

—
Flashback 1989. In Bordeaux, Marianne watches, speechless, as Alexandre’s oenology
thesis is rejected. The university has failed him because of his attacks on the wine estate
baronies. Alexandre is furious. Marianne is more positive: he can accept the job as
assistant that he’s been offered by Tokyo University. She’ll quit her studies in France and go
with him; in a country that’s still devoid of wine culture, the sky’s the limit for Alexandre. Her
enthusiasm convinces Alexandre and he accepts. He’ll arrive in Tokyo a winner... Through
dogged perseverance, he learns Japanese and succeeds in interesting about twenty
students in his oenology course. But Marianne isn’t doing well. She has no work or friends
and she senses that Alexandre is inexorably slipping away from her. To test his love, she tells
him she wants to have a child. But Alexandre refuses, he doesn’t feel he has a paternal
streak. Marianne goes into depression. What she doesn’t know is that Alexandre is having a
passionate affair with a Japanese student from a high society background, Honoka. Who
keeps their relationship secret: Alexandre is a married Westerner and her conservative
social circle would disapprove intensely. Honoka’s best friend Hirokazu
is an oenology student too. He’s in love with her.
One day Marianne attends a conference Alexandre is giving on art and wine. She notices
Honoka, a beautiful, vibrant young woman who Alexandre addresses while he deciphers
a Baroque painting from the Baroque period, Fruit and Jasmine. According to Alexandre,
this work symbolises the force of transmission, just as vineyards and wines are the fruit of a
knowledge that is handed down from generation to generation. The picture was painted
by a woman, Fede Galizia, who learned everything from her father. Marianne sees
how moved Honoka is while he talks and she draws the conclusion that they’re lovers.
She threatens to leave Alexandre. He denies everything: on the contrary, he loves Marianne
and he agrees at last to have a child with her. Their night of love wipes away any trace
of suspicion for Marianne and she lets him set off to Italy on a working trip with
two students... none other than Hirokazu and Honoka.
Back in Tokyo, Honoka confides in Hirokazu: she’s pregnant and if her family find out, she’ll
be disowned. Hirokazu asks her to marry him. He promises to recognize the child as his own
if she breaks up with Alexandre for good. Which she does. Alexandre is devastated.
The two babies are born on the same day. For a moment Alexandre is on the verge of
suicide, then he pulls himself together and rushes to Marianne’s bedside. He takes his newborn son Thomas in his arms and bursts into tears... of joy. A few miles away, Honoka cradles
the sleeping Issei close and weeps with sorrow.
Back to the present. Issei and Thomas are in the reception room, standing before
Alexandre’s funerary urn like two opponents. The lawyer presents the second enigma:
he gives them a word, «Bond», and shows them a still life, Fruit and Jasmine, by Fede
Galizia. They have one week to find the wine that corresponds to the painting...
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Episode 5: “The bond”
Tokyo

—
While Honoka reads, stupefied, Hirokazu’s laconic note announcing that he’s joining
the long cohort of «evaporated persons», Thomas is working with his team on the
picture. Luca makes them taste wines with notes of jasmine and the fruits from the still
life. But the range is so vast that it makes the whole business seem ridiculous. Issei feels
defeated by the enigma too, especially now his mother has read about his victory in
the press and wants to disown him. She blames Issei for Hirokazu’s disappearance:
shame drove him to «evaporate». Tormented with grief, Issei wants to inform the police
but Honoka refuses as it’s a dishonour to have a husband who is a Johatsu. Issei shows
her the photo of Alexandre with his students, Honoka and Hirokazu are amongst them.
Why didn’t his parents ever tell him that they knew him? Lying through her teeth,
Honoka says they only attended a few uninteresting classes and Alexandre left no
mark on their memory. Issei decides to go to the police and report that his father has
gone missing. But showing a police officer the letter his father wrote proves it was a
voluntary disappearance, thus his legal right. So there’ll be no investigation. Issei is
stunned. Luca challenges Virginie/Thomas and Miyabe/Lorenzo: the two teams must
draw up the wine list for the new restaurant he’s going to open.
Thomas has been distant with Virginie ever since she gave him the cold shoulder.
He throws himself into the challenge, tasting wines excessively. Virginie is worried
about his health and she asks him to be careful - he doesn’t listen to her.
Eventually Thomas blacks out and regains consciousness in the A&E. He’s forbidden
to drink any alcohol for several days to give his body time to stabilize. Thomas beats
himself up for wasting precious time in this hell for leather race...
Issei wants to quit the duel and find his father. He recontacts Keiko and hands her the
photo. He’s so vulnerable that Keiko is touched and she agrees to investigate for him.
Thomas and Virginie lose the challenge laid down by Luca who declares Miyabi and
Lorenzo the winners because they «chose universality». These words click for Thomas:
in trying to solve the enigma they were focusing on details instead of the overall vision,
whereas the painting is a starting point. They must go back to the source, to Italy, to
the woman painter’s birthplace. Thomas asks Lorenzo to accompany him, which is
logical, but Virginie is clearly annoyed by his choice.
Meanwhile Honoka goes to see her father and tells him she’s preparing to disown
Issei. The aging patriarch can’t understand why she’s being so hard on her own son
but he goes along with it - she is the head of the family empire. Honoka is afraid Issei
will discover in the course of his investigation the secret of his birth. The consequences
would be disastrous for her reputation. But who can she confide in now that Hirokazu
has gone? Behind the wheel of her car in the dense traffic of the great city, Honoka
weeps with rage and despair.
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Episode 6 : “Trentino Alto Adige”
Milan, Trente Alto Aldige, Tokyo

—
In Milan, Thomas and Lorenzo hear the story of Fede Galizia, a young 17th Century painter.
She had a very intense relationship with her father, Nunzio, who was also a painter and it’s highly likely
that they painted the picture together. This filial «bond» is the key to the riddle. They go to the region on
the Austrian border where the father
Nunzio Galizia came from, Trentino-Alto Aldige. They discover several small vineyards
here that produce sparingly. One of them is run by a woman, Elisabetta Foradori. A passionate militant
for wine, she produces biodynamic wine like her father before her. She doesn’t make enough to export.
When she hears Thomas’ name, she immediately makes the connection (the «bond») with Alexandre
whose work she has read. She regrets that he never mentioned the lunar cycles in his books,
or the nocturnal grape picking that her father championed. He was an extraordinary man who died
too soon, like Alexandre. Thomas admits that he never really knew him. She invites them to the domaine
where they stay as bed and breakfast guests.
Virginie and Miyabi have remained on their own in Tokyo. Miyabi remarks that Virginie seems depressed now Thomas isn’t around. Virginie denies this fiercely, but Miyabi may have touched a nerve...
Virginie overhears a conversation during which Luca Inglese confirms that Thomas is eating out of his
hand, just as planned, but Luca doubts he’s capable of winning the inheritance as he’s too fragile - he
may have backed the wrong horse and he’s going to have to review his strategy...
Issei meets a colleague of his father’s who informs him that Hirokazu attends a Buddhist temple
regularly. Issei goes there and meets a monk who will only agree to talk to him after Issei tells him that
Hirokazu has disappeared. When the monk reads the note Hirokazu left, he assures Issei that his father
loved him unconditionally. As to where he can be hiding, he has no idea but he advises Issei to find
peace within himself. Issei says it’s impossible: his mother has changed the locks of his apartment
(owned by her), he slept in his car that night. He’s in a blazing rage and he’s afraid Hirokazu is dead.
The monk smiles and slips away. Issei gets a phone call from Keiko: thanks to the photo she’s found
an old student of Alexandre’s and he’s agreed to meet Issei. The man reveals that Issei’s parents were
among the most committed pupils in the class. Issei realizes that Honoka has lied to him. And when the
man tells him that one summer, they both went to Italy with Alexandre on a study trip, Issei decides to go
there immediately. Keiko guesses that Issei has given in to his mother and abandoned the duel. She’s
disappointed but she still invites him to have a shower at her place: he stinks. Issei feels ashamed.
Elisabetta Foradori invites her guests to taste the wines she’s most proud of. Among them, a Fuoripista
Pinot Grigio 2015 that her father never tasted as he died that year. «But it was he who invented it, then
we created it together.» Thomas is still forbidden to drink. When he smells the wine he turns pale:
peach, apple and jasmine, the aromas are there! He has a luminous vision: Elisabetta and her father
are walking through the vineyard in dazzling sunlight. She supports him, he has trouble walking.
Thomas smiles. It’s the wine, uniting tradition and modernity. Lorenzo has understood, he’s jubilant.
Elisabetta has no idea what’s going on. Next morning just as they’re leaving, they’re surprised to see
Issei turning up. Thomas and Lorenzo accuse him of cheating and following them there. But Issei simply
traced Alexandre and his parents’ steps, thirty years earlier... And while Thomas and Lorenzo leave, Issei
tells Elisabetta what he’s come looking for. She finds records of the visitors in the old customer registers.
Also a guest book in which Honoka and Alexandre have written a very clear message:
they were passionately in love. Suddenly Issei understands everything, he’s devastated. He accepts
Elisabetta’s hospitality and tastes the wines she offers him, including the one that Thomas appreciated
so much. He starts drinking - knocking it back. Elisabetta watches, astounded, as he pours out another
glass and empties it, then another. And another. And another...
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Episode 7 : “Twelve Apostles”
Tokyo, Paris

—
To Keiko’s surprise, Issei shows up for the second test. Except that all that’s written
on the piece of paper he hands the lawyer is... a question mark. Thomas has got it right,
the wine that incarnates the painting is a Fuoripista Pinot Grigio 2015. Thomas is over the moon.
He’s won this round so he’s drawn equal and the third test will be decisive. It’s being held
in Paris in 48 hours time. Keiko asks Issei why he didn’t hand in an answer, he retorts that he
didn’t deserve this victory but he intends to win the next one. Before leaving, he goes to see his
mother. He surprises her in her office. He has just one question: is Hirokazu his father? Honoka
panics. He puts the guest book down in front of her and turns the pages until he gets to the
message she and Alexandre wrote together so many years ago. She turns pale.
He asks: «Has she ever loved Hirokazu?» «No.»
Then: «Is Thomas my half-brother?» Honoka refuses to answer. She holds out the keys of his
apartment, he can come back, forget Alexandre and everything will be like it was. But Issei
knows very well that nothing will ever be «like it was».
Virginie tells Thomas about the conversation she overheard. Thomas confronts Luca. He denies
everything and accuses Virginie of manipulating Thomas so she can isolate him and get her
hands on his fortune if he wins: it’s not rocket science to see that Thomas is in love with Virginie
and she aims to make the most of it... Thomas doesn’t know who to believe, he’s lost. But he
decides to trust Virginie and he tells Luca that he and Virginie are pulling out of the team. Luca
loses it and threatens Thomas, insulting him and revealing his true face. Thomas and Virginie
fly to Paris for the third test, the decisive one.
Once they’re there, Thomas discovers to his astonishment that Luca is one of the twelve jurors
who will decide between the two duellists, in front of an audience and the press. The test will
be held in a top restaurant. For two days, leading chefs will present twelve dishes worthy of the
mythical chef Vatel, and Thomas and Issei must propose twelve wines, the twelve apostles, to
accompany the food. The jury will taste the wines without knowing which candidate proposed
them.
The competition begins but Thomas is upset to see Marianne in the audience. He didn’t invite
her! He’s in such a rage that it worries Issei when he goes down to the restaurant cellar to find
his first wine. Thomas shares with Issei that his mother has lied to him for years. This makes Issei
smile as his mother lied to him too. And, adding that «secrets are slow poisons» he tells
Thomas what he’s found out. A shock. Thomas sees his adversary differently now. Overcome
with emotion, he manages to sublimate his gift as he never has before, constructing
his proposal in the form of a sonata: exposition, development and recapitulation. The wines,
while being noticeably different, are coherent as a whole and form a harmonious suite, just
like the dishes they accompany. The jury reacts favourably, Thomas wins the first round. He has
shown audacity whereas Issei went for the obvious choices.
That night, Thomas shares the secret he’s just learned with Virginie: he and Issei are brothers.
He feels liberated, a weight has fallen from his shoulders, he’s transformed. Virginie strokes his
face and he kisses her. They make love. Thomas has reconnected with his sensuality.
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Episode 8 : “ All or Nothing”
Paris, Tokyo

—
The next day, Marianne is waiting for Thomas in front of the restaurant. He tries to talk to
her but he doesn’t manage to. Virginie takes over and leads Marianne away, she has
a lot to tell her. The duel continues. Issei loses the seventh apostle, then the eighth. He
doesn’t come up from the cellar for the ninth. Keiko slips out of the audience and joins
Issei: he’s cracked up. Too much violence and uncertainty for him, he doesn’t have
Thomas or Alexandre’s gift, he’s not worthy to be his son. Keiko points out that Alexandre
was only his biological father... Issei remembers Hirokazu who has disappeared. Memories of his childhood flood him and tears flow, at last. Issei is crying. And when he tastes a
wine, he feels dizzy. Flashes. Visions. He’s touched by grace. This time his choice
is so extraordinary that the jury is subjugated. Thomas realizes the tide is turning. The tension rises and his nose starts bleeding. In the audience, Marianne is crazy with worry.
But Thomas pulls himself together. At the eleventh apostle, Issei has caught up and is only
a point away from Thomas. And when the jury vote for the twelfth apostle, the one
decisive vote left is Luca’s... and he votes for Issei. So they’re neck to neck.
The lawyer reveals that in the event of a tie, Alexandre had planned one final, ultimate
test: The Drops of God. If one wine could incarnate Alexandre Moreau this would be it.
The one who manages to find it inherits his entire fortune. All or nothing. Marianne joins
Thomas. Mother and son fall into each other’s arms. Whereas Issei is approached by
Luca who has heard about Issei’s difficulties with his mother and offers to help him
financially. Issei says he’ll think about it. Back in Tokyo, Thomas invites Issei to visit
Alexandre’s cellar. They walk up and down the alleys trying to grasp who their father
really was. They find six bottles bearing labels in Alexandre’s handwriting: «Anger». «Joy».
«Sorrow». «Fear». «Surprise». «Love»... The six primary emotions. If they can find a wine
capable of encompassing these six wines, maybe they will have found the Drops of
God. So they taste them all and end up completely drunk.
Thomas offers to help Issei find Hirokazu, the father of his heart. They go to the temple
together to see the monk. Issei explains that he knows Hirokazu isn’t his biological
father but he doesn’t care, he needs him. The monk hesitates... then he tells him about
Fukushima: Hirokazu sometimes spoke about his desire to go there to help
decontaminate the ground. He thought it would give his life meaning and purify him.
They have a shock, wandering through the deserted city. And another shock when they
find Hirokazu in a makeshift shack where the decontamination volunteers live, many of
them «evaporated» like him. Father and son hug each other. Thomas looks on,
overcome with emotion. Hirokazu returns to Tokyo with them. He goes to his place to
collect his things. Honoka admits she misses him but Hirokazu replies that it’s too late, he’s
going to ask for a divorce, to hell with social conventions.
He closes the front door behind him quietly.
The Drops of God: the final test. A bottle in a black cover stands on the table.
The lawyer is precise: according to the rules laid down by Alexandre, if the two
candidates agree on the same wine to share the heritage, the test will be considered
null and void. And if neither of them come up with the right answer... no one inherits.
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Issei and Thomas look at each other nervously, then hand the lawyer their proposals.
A solemn moment. Tension rises. The lawyer unfolds Thomas’s paper... it’s blank.
He then unfolds Issei’s paper... it’s also blank. The lawyer doesn’t understand.
Thomas explains that he and Issei have decided to step out of their father’s perverse
game of manipulation. May he rest in peace... Damn him.
They’re going to file a law suit together.
Issei accompanies Thomas to Tokyo airport. It’s time to say goodbye.
Simultaneously, Issei bows his head and Thomas holds out his hand. They miss each other.
Their clumsiness makes them both smile.
It’s Thomas who opens his arms finally. Hug. A brief, virile but tender hug.
The two brothers will meet again. To follow the legal procedure, but mainly because
they’ve decided to go into partnership and work together.
Thomas walks through the departure gate... The plane takes off.

THE END
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